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FOLK MUSIC OF PAKISTAN

INTRODUCTION AND NOTES ON THE RECORDINGS BY JOHN GONELLA

THOUGH PAKISTAN AS A NATION IS IN ITS INFANCY, ITS CULTURE DATES BACK TO ALMOST 5000 B.C., AND AS EARLY AS 5000 B.C. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE STRING AND PERCUSSION TYPE EXISTED ON THE INDO-PAKISTAN SUB-CONTINENT.


MUSIC OF THE INDO-PAKISTAN SUB-CONTINENT MADE GREAT STRIDES DURING THE MOGHUL ERA, PARTICULARLY DURING THE REIGN OF EMPEROR AKBAR, WHO WAS NOT ONLY A GREAT MUSIC LOVER, BUT ALSO AN ACCOMPLISHED MUSICIAN.

LEGEND HAS IT THAT AKBAR'S COURT SINGER, TANSEN, COULD MAKE THE OIL LAMPS GROW BRIGHT OR DIM BY SINGING HIS IMMORTAL TUNE "DEEPAK", OR PERSUADE THE CLOUDS, BY HIS "RAIN SONG", TO PART WITH THEIR MOISTURE FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE FARMERS.

PRESENT DAY PAKISTANI MUSIC CAN BE DIVIDED INTO THE FOLLOWING BROAD CLASSIFICATIONS:

1. CLASSICAL MUSIC WHICH IS ESSENTIALLY MUSICIANS' MUSIC -- IT IS NECESSARY TO BE A MUSICIAN TO BE ABLE TO FOLLOW AND APPRECIATE THE INTRICATE AND SUBTLE VARIATIONS FROM THE MAIN THEME. A MUSICIAN IS GIVEN FREE REIGN TO DEPART FROM THE MAIN THEME AS LONG AS HE KEEPS WITHIN CERTAIN PRESCRIBED AND RIGIDLY IMPOSED LIMITS, AND APART FROM HIS MUSICAL TALENTS, A CLASSICAL SINGER HAS TO BE AN EXPERT IN VOCALISNG TECHNIQUES.

2. LIGHT CLASSICAL MUSIC HAS A WIDER APPEAL AND THE VARIATIONS FROM THE MAIN THEME ARE NOT WIDE. IT IS MORE STANDARDISED THAN THE CLASSICAL MUSIC AND THE ACCENT IS ON THE MELODY RATHER THAN ON THE TECHNIQUE.

3. FOLK MUSIC IN PAKISTAN VARIES FROM REGION TO REGION -- RANGING FROM THE HECTIC SWORD DANCE OF THE PATHANS IN THE N.W.F.P. TO THE SUBLIMED RELIGIOUS HYMNS OF EAST PAKISTAN.

4. WITH THE ADVENT OF SOUND MOTION PICTURES AND THE RADIO ERA, YET ANOTHER CLASS OF MUSIC CAME INTO BEING KNOWN AS POPULAR OR FILM MUSIC. THIS CLASS APPEALS TO THE YOUNGER GENERATION AND SHOWS A MARKED INFLUENCE OF WESTERN MUSIC. THE PAKISTANI INSTRUMENTS ARE OFTEN SUPPLEMENTED BY ACCORDION, PIANO, VIOLIN, AND GUITAR. THIS IS ONE BRANCH OF PAKISTANI MUSIC WHERE A MODERN COMPOSER CAN SHOW HIS TALENTS AND CREATE SOMETHING NEW IN THE WAY OF MELODY.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF PAKISTAN:

THE HARMONIUM IS A REED INSTRUMENT SIMILAR TO THE ORGAN.
Exept for strictly regional and tribal differences, the music of Pakistan is part of the over-all musical picture of the Indian Sub-continent, until the division of India, the music of Pakistan was a facet of the Indian musical scene. The similarity and even identity with the music of India is readily apparent. Styles vary somewhat from district to district, as would be expected in such a large area. For comparison, see EFL albums P 409, and P 422, presenting folk music and rags of India.

Dholak Geet: This type of Punjabi folk song is sung by groups of women or girls, to the accompaniment of a dholak drum. These songs depict the romantic side of rural life, and are sung on festive occasions such as weddings, harvest festivals, and village fairs. The instruments accompanying the voices in this piece are the dholak, a clarinet, tabla drums, the performance is by Munawar Sultana, Iqbal Banoo and group.

Mahiya: A love song of the Punjabi villagers. The theme has to do with the pangs of separation and the happy meeting of long-parted lovers. The mahiya is a type of love song, sung either solo or duet, performed here by Ali Bakhsh Zahoor and Munawar Sultana, with clarinet and tabla.

Bhatiali: East Pakistani song of the river boatmen. The mood is one of longing, expectation and resignation. Sung by Abdul Halim Chowdhury, with tabla, flute and sitar.

Frontier Melody: Played on a sarinda. This instrument, played with a bow, is a forerunner of the sarangi.

Folk Dance: From the region of Sind. Played on a flute, tabla, and algoza.

Kohiyari: An instrumental composition popular among the hill people of Sind. Played on a flute, tanpura, sarinda and ghaghra, by Ali Mohammed and group.

Dholak Geet: Played on a dholak and clarinet (see first cut side 1).

Tangtakore: A story song in Pushtu, a language of the northwest frontier district, of the type called Tangtakore, accompanied by Sarinda and drums. Translation of this song appears below.

Translation of Tangtakore

Come o beloved and see if the love is like a burning fire or not? And on these flames my body is burnt like coal or not.

Come and see how madly I am in love with you. It has driven me into loneliness and made me indifferent to the world.

The pangs of your separation have thrown me into the prison of loneliness.

Come and see if I am like 'majnoon.' My abode is in the wilderness or not?

I am sitting all alone like 'majnoon.' Day in and day out, I remain drowned in the well of love.

I cherish the desire of union beg for it.

O my beloved I cry day and night for you.

It is not right to be cruel to that extent; come merrily and join me.

I am ill with the pangs of your separation, come and see.

If I have been hung like 'mansoor' or not?

My head is held above like 'mansoor' and my heart is cut with the sapphire of your love.

You are away and I pine for you. Come and find for yourself, if the market of your faithlessness is flourishing or not?

The business of your faithlessness is in full swing and you just don't try to be faithful. You give an artificial smile and do not love me sincerely.

Why don't you pay heed to the heartbroken friend of yours.

Come and see if it is not unjust to inflict injury on the stricken heart or not?
THE TABLA: TWO SMALL DRUMS FOR BEATING TIME.


THE SITAR: A SEVEN STRING INSTRUMENT PLAYED LIKE THE STEEL GUITAR.

THE DHOLAK: A DOUBLE-HEADED DRUM USED IN GROUP SINGING.

THE VEENA: A VARIANT OF THE SITAR, WITH A DEEPER TONE.

THE ALGOZA: A TYPE OF DRUM.

THE BANSRI: A TYPE OF FLUTE.

THE DUFF: A SMALL HAND PERCUSSION INSTRUMENT.

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, THERE ARE A WIDE VARIETY OF STRINGED INSTRUMENTS, FLUTES (INCLUDING THE DOUBLE REED, ONE OF WHICH SERVES AS A DRONE), AND BAGPIPES.

THE SHAHNAI: A FLUTE-LIKE WIND INSTRUMENT.

THE SUR BAHAR: A STRINGED INSTRUMENT.

THE TANPURA: A STRINGED INSTRUMENT.

THE GHARA OR GHAGHAR ALSO KNOWN AS MATKA: AN EARTHEN POT, PLAYED BY STRIKING WITH A STICK. THE TONE IS CONTROLLED BY A HAND OVER THE NATURAL OPENING.
PUSHTU LOVE SONG: A PIECE POPULAR AMONG THE PATHANS OF THE NORTHWEST FRONTIER PROVINCE. INSTRUMENTS IN THIS PIECE ARE THE SARINDA AND DRUM.

BHAVAIYA: A BENGALI FARMERS' WORK SONG. SUNG BY MUMTAZ ALI KHAN, WITH MANDOLIN AND ALOOZA.

FOLK TUNE: PLAYED ON ALOOZA AND MATKA.

KHATAK DANCES: THESE DOCUMENTARY RECORDINGS ARE THE MUSIC OF A FOLK DANCE OF THE KHATAK PEOPLE IN THE FRONTIER PROVINCE. AS THE KHATAK TRIBESMEN DANCE IN CIRCLES WITH SABERS, SOMETIMES IN CROUCHING OR SQUATTING POSITIONS, THEY ARE ACCOMPANIED BY BAGPIPES, SMALL HAND DRUMS CALLED DUFFS, LARGE DRUMS, AND HANDCLAPPING. THE KHATAKS, WHO ARE A HERDING PEOPLE, ARE GREAT HORSEMEN, AND OFTEN THEY PERFORM ACROBATIC DANCES ON HORSEBACK. THEIR DANCE TRADITIONS IN MANY RESPECTS CLOSELY RESEMBLE THOSE OF THE COSSAKS OF RUSSIA. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THESE PEOPLE OF THE INDIAN SUB-CONTINENT AND THE ASIAN NOMADS WHO SWEPT INTO RUSSIA IN REMOTE HISTORICAL PERIODS IS NOT CLEAR, BUT THEIR DANCING AND MUSIC DO MANAGE TO SUGGEST THAT THEY ARE A HERITAGE SHARED BY THE KHATAKS AND CERTAIN PEOPLES OF PRESENT DAY RUSSIA.
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